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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING: AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF ISRAEL AND
rHE UNITED STATES
ISRAEjL DRAFT

U.S. DRAFT

The United States recognizes that the
• Egypit-Israel Agreement of
after referred to as the

, (herein
Agreeme~t),

entailing

the withdrawal from vital areas in Sinai, con
stitutes an act of great significance on Israel's
part in the pursuit of final peace.

That Agree

ment has full US support.

,

U.S.-Israeli Assurances
1.

The USG will make every effort to be fully responsive,

The USG will make every effort to

within the limits of its resources and Congressional

be fully responsive, within the limits

authorization and appropriation, on an on-going and long

of its resources and Congressional

term basis to Israel's military equipment and other de-

authorization and appropriation, on an

to its energy requirements and to
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economic needs.

In this spirit the Administration

will seek authorization and appropriation of funds
from

ngress in FiY76 in the total amount of

$--+--

for

It

I

~ill

thereafter submit annually

as well as to Israel's economic needs.

In this

spirit the Administration will seek authorization
and appropriation of funds from Congress in

roval by t~e US Congress a reque~t for

FY1976 in the total amount of - - - - - - - -

y and econdmic assistance in order to pro-

dollars as indicated also in a separate U.S.

r Israel's leconomic, energy and military

Israeli Memorandum dealing with the specific

needs. I The needs ispecified in paragraphs 2, 3
and 4

military equipment and other defense requirements

elow shall Ibe deemed eligible for in

items.

It will thereafter submit annually for

approval by the U.S. Congress a ~equest for

clusio

within theI annual total to be requested

military and economic assistancei in order to pro

in

and later Ifiscal years.

!
vid~

needs.

for Israel's economic and

,

(In addition to

t~

above, the

will make

provision also for an annual exoenditure to
Israel for oil suoolies to comoehsate for the
net additional annual expenditure to Israel re
quired for oil supplies to replape the oil from
Abu-Rodeis to Israel, the quantiby being
-SECRET
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_presently 4.5 million tons.
pres~ntly

The cost which is

estimated at 350 millioQ dollars, will

be annually determined by the twolGovernments on
,

)

the blasis of the market prices.)
2.

IS>1ael's long-rerm military supply needs from

the United States Srall be the subject of periodic

2.

I~rael will seek to make its ~wn independent

arrangements for oil supply to

me~t

its require

1

consult~tions

and

Isr~eli

between representatives of the US

defensei establishments, with agreement

m~ntr'

under the current market prices.

notifies the USG that it is

unabl~

If Israel

to satisfy

reached bn specific items to be included in a

its needs, the USG will, upon sucij notification,

separat~1

act to ensure promptly the

i

US-Israeli: memorandum.

To this end, a

joint Stfd Y by military ,experts will be underi

taken within ________ days.

In conducting this

and delivery of

oil t~ Israel (to meet all its reduirements).
The USG will determine whether

authority to

study, which will include Israel's 1976 needs,

enter into this commitment and to lensure the

the U.S. will view Israel's requests sympathetically,

supply and delivery of oil to Israel now exists.

including its request for advanced and

If the U.S. determines that such

sophisticated weapons.

not exist or is doubtful, legislative authority,
SECRET
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~ving

the effect of satisfying this

co~ent,

will promptly be requested from the Congress.
USG also agrees that the Congress will be informed
of this commitment, on behalf of the U.S. so
that it may be respected by the Congress in the
framing of any domestic legislation which might
affect it.
k to make its own independent

3.

3.

The USG will make available funds, the amount

arrangelnents ror 01ll supply to meet its require

to be d 7termined, to the GOI necissary for a

ments through purchases in the market.

rrojr.,'ct
for the construction and Istocking of the
",:  f

In the

.:".J.

;.

oil reserve to be stored in

Isra~l,

so as to bring

event

rael is unrble to secure its essential

needs

this waY'1 the USG, upon notification,

storage reserve capacity, now

a period ff three years (subject-to re

approximately six months, up to Qne year needs at

d within af overall ceiling of 125,000
per day,

a~t to ensure promptly the

deliver~

the time of the completion of

.

st~ding

th~

at

project.

The

project will be implemented with~n four years.
The construction, operation and

~inancing

the oill Israel needs to meet its requirements

other relevant questions of the

~roject

is unav~ilable for purchase; or (b) an embargo

the subject of early and detailed talks between

d

supply

I

of oil to Israel if (a)

,

prevents Israel from obtaining the necessary
-SECRET

the two Governments.

(In

submittiin~

and

will be

to the U.S.

-.....

(
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supplies of oil.

(The foregoing 1s based on the appli

The USG assures Israel of its intention to inform
Con~ress,

its

und~rtak~n~

supply

~nd

Congress the total Israeli economic aid
package, the USG will make provision for an

cation of the lEA conservation formula.)

the

5

(

based on existing legal authority, of

additional annual expenditure to Israel for
oil supplies.

to act promptly to ensure the

delivery of oil to Israel in the above
,

ncies~
4.

I

In brder to heip Israel meet its energy needs,

'~'

I

..

and as part of theloverall annual figures in para
e above, t*e United States agrees:
I

a.

To ask corgress for funds for

Oi~

supplies

sdlas to assift Israel in meeting its
!

itional extenditures for the import of oil
replace thrt which would ordinarily have
e from AbulRodeis (4.5 million tons in 1975).
I

b.1 To ask Congress to make available funds, the
unt to be

~eterrnined,

to the GOI necessary

a projectlfor the construction and stocking
of! the oil reserve to be stored in Israel,
br~nging

storage reserve capacity and reserve
8EGRE'P
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stocks now standing at approximately six months, up
to one-year's needs at the time of the completion
of the project.

The project will be implemented

four years.

The construction, operation

and financing and other relevant questions of
the project will be the subject of early and

.

detailed talks between the two Governments.

5.

The USG will not expect Israel to begin to imple

ment the Agreement before Egypt fulfills its under
takings under the January 1974 Disengagement Agree
ment including, inter alia, its commitment to permit
a passage of all Israeli cargoes to and from Israeli
ports through the Suez Canal.
~

6.

The USC'

:h..: ll

m&.ke every possible erfort to asstst

I

in the estabI:ishment of an atmosphere in which the
Agreement will be observed without being subjected to
pressures or deadlines.
SECRE'P
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The USG agrees with Israel that it is not

feasible to enter into a further interim agree
ment with
be a

8.

fin~l

E~ypt

and that the next agreement should

peace agreement.

In case of an Egyptian violation of any of the

.

7.

In case of an Egyptian violation of any of

provisions of the Agreement, the USG is prepared to

the provisions of the Israel-Egypt Agreement in

consult with Israel as to the significance of the

all its parts, the USG will consult'with the

violation I and possible remedial action.

GOI in order to determine what measures the USG

Ihould tak. in

~.latic"

to

E!y~~

1" ordep

t~

ensure corrective action.

8.

Should Israel take military action as a

result of an Egyptian violation of
or any of its attachmen

Agreement

the USG,I if it agrees

that such action is rei:1.:iIUUi:1U
material and diplomatic Isupport.

SECRET

~he

lend Israel

(
9.
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The USG will vote against any Security Council

(-

.
,
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9.

~, '~,: .
. !'~.-:f~

The USG will vote against any Security

resolution which in its judgment affects adversely

Council Resolution which affects adversely or

or alters I the Agreement.

alters the Israel-Egypt Agreement.
10.

The USG will not join in and will seek

topreven~

efforts by others to bring about

consideration of proposals which it and Israel
agree are detrimental to the interests of
Israel.
11.

In view of the long-standing U.S. commitment

11.

Should a world powelr threaten [srael' s

to the survival and security of Israel, the USG

securi ty or sovereignty Ithe U. S. willI lend Israe 1

will viewlwith particular gravity threats to

its full appropriate sup]port and assistance.

Israel's security or sovereignty by a world power.

The nature of the supporit, diplomatttc and other

In support of this objective, the USG will in the

wise, will be subject tJ prompt

event of such threat consult promptly with the GOI

between the GOI and USG.

i

con~ultations

I

with respect to the support, diplomatic or other
~

wise, or assistance that it will lend to Israel.
12.

The USG and the GOI will, at the earliest

possible time, and if possible, within two months
SECREIf'

12.

The USG and the GOI: will, at the earliest
I

time, and if

I

po~sible

within two months

(
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(
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after the signature of this document, conclude the con-

after the signature of this document, conclude

tingency p\lan for a military supply operation to Israel

the contingency plan for a military supply

in an emerkency situation.

operation to Israel.
13.

the USG's position that:Egyptian

13.

commitments under the Egypt-Israel
implementa~ion,

Agr~ement,

its

validity:and duration are not

The USG has obtained an Egyptian commitment

that the Egypt-Israel Agreement, iti implemen
tation, validity and duration are ndt con

conditiona~ upon any act or developments between

ditional upon any act

the other

the other Arab States an4 Israel.

ordevelopmen~.

between

i

regards

~rab

states and Israel.

The

Agreement as standing on its own.

th~

!

14.

I
I

i
i

G notes the Israeli position that
.

negotiatiops with Jordan will be
overall

~USG

pe~ce

i

I

direc~ed

settlement at such time

are conduclve to such a negotiation.

I

~s

toward an
conditions

kY~

14.

The Usa shares the Israeli

negotiations with Jordanlwill be

tion that
cted toward
tions are

an overall peace settl
conducive to such a nego

not towards

!

initiativel concerning negotiations witq Jordan will

an interim agreement wi

U.s.

(
I

be fully discussed with the GOI well in advance, and

initiative

every effort will be made to arrive at a coordinated

will be fully discussed

position.

advance and every effort
at a coordinated positi
-SEGRM"

tiations

Jordan

to arrive

(
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15.

Prime Minister Rabin

his talks

of ....

16.

military action against Israel or should Syria
,

:

.
.'I:

the

posals out,ined by

w~s

~n Washington

reiterat1d by

Ambassador Dinitz in his oral

Should Syria initiate military or para

deve~op

USG will support the

in June 1975 and what
:

'

Should negotiations between Israel and

Syria on an interim agr$ement

15.

ct

(

.,

v

<'~~".

clar~fication

eo

Should Syria initijte militarj or para

military action against Israel or

hould Syria

undertake or tolerate acts that might thr,::aten

undertake or tolerate a ts that mi ht threaten

the ceasefire the USG will support Israel

the ceasefire the USG

diplomatically.

acts include, inter alia, the infiltration of

These abts include, inter alia,

support IIsrael. ,These

the infiltration of terrorists across the Israel-

terrorists across the Israel-Syria ceasefire line

Syria cease fire lines and the stationing .of

and the stationing of terrorist groups in frontal

terrorist groups in frontal areas facing Israel.

areas facing Israel.

'SgCRE9?

"
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In accordance with the principle of freedom of

(
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17.

.

"

Without derogating from the ~rinciple of

navigation on the high seas and free and unimpeded

freedom of navigation on the high seas and

passage through and over straits connecting inter

through international waterways, the USG

national waters, the United States Government re

gards, inter alia, the Straits of Bab

gards the Strait of Bab el-Mandeb ;and the Strait of

leading into the Red Sea as an international

Gibraltar as international waterways.

waterway.

It will

re~

el-Mandeb~

It will strongly support Israel's

support Israel's right to free and unimpeded

right to free and unimpeded passage through

passage through such straits.

those Straits.

Similarly, the

United States Government recognizes Israel's right
of flights over
straits

tn~

Red

5e~'

ana buch

will support diplomatically the exer
t right.

rough such straits or with Israeli flights
I
I

~ill

consult with Israel on how best·to

assure the maintenance and exercise
17.

Withlrespect to the boycott

I

o~

such rights.

agai~st

USG will take appropriate steps

Israel,

a~thorized

right to freedom of flights over the Red Sea
and its

approach~s

and will support strongly

the exercise of that right.

In the event of any

or cargoes through the Straits or with Israeli

d Sea or such straits, thet'n:l.'I::ed States
Government

The USG also recognizes Israel's

interference with the passage of Israeli ships

In the event of any inter

the passage of Israeli ships or
cargoes

,

by its

egislation with respect to (a) the coopera

flights over the Red Sea and its approaches, the
US will consult with Israel on how
assure the

mainte~ance

of such

rights.
18.

The USG will take

steps

authorized by its
that corporations, cont

• nationals,

(

(
12

-SECRE"!h

tion by U.S. corporations with the boycott and (b) the

including oil companies that engage in the .

practice by such corporations of any form of discrimina- exploration,;)production and marketing of oil,
tion direct or indirect- against Israel, Israel corpora-

do not cooperate with the Arab boycott against

tions or Israel nationals.

Israel in any form whatsoever, nor practice

"

any form of discrimination, direct or indirect,
against Israel, Israel corporations or
Israel nationals.
~

19.

In connection with the Israel-Egypt Agree

ment the usa considers all the Egyptian commit
m.nt. 11veB to II~a.l in any to~ whatsoever via
the usa or otherwise, as binding and irrevocable.
I

,
I

18.

In the ~vent that UNEF or any other UN
I

i

I

organ is witijdrawn without the prior agreement of
both :artiesjto the Egypt-Israel Agreement and the
US before

th~S

agreement is superseded by another

agreement, ttie. agreement shall remain binding in
all its partJ.

Without prejudice to the generality

i

of this prov~sion it i~ agreed:
!

j

.8EeRE'!'"

(
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The Buffer Zone between the forces of Egypt

and Israel in wh10h UNE' is stationed will

-;. ;

:

(

,..
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~.

continue to serve as a Buffer Zone separating

·t'~

ttf'\

ferces of the two sides 'with unchanged

status.
b.

The arrangements in the Zone, such as those
relating to the warning system of both sides as
well as the agreed movement of Egypt and Israel
personnel in the Z~ne will not be
affected by
I

'MI W4.~."'I'
c.

., UN.',

!

The demilitarized status of the UN Zone will
remain unchanged.

d.

The U.S. civilian presence in tpe area of the:

e.

Agreement will remain unchanged[.
I.
All other arrangements
in
the
area,'
as defined by
,
I

iI

! .;

the Agreement, will remain unchanged.
I

,!

i

19.

I~ UNEF or any other UN organ 1s withdrawn 'be

cause of an actionl by Egypt contrary to its underta.·::l:·:g s
SECRET
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If UNEF or any other UN

dralil\ because of an action by

0

is with
t, the usa

-"'l1lI

(
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in the Agreement, the USG notes that Israel claims

notes that Israel claims the right to take

the right to take corrective measures.

corrective measures, including the reoccupation
of the zone by Israel.

20.

The

usa'

'"

notes that Israel and Egypt have

..

announced their agreement to aerial reconnaissance
missions to be carried out by the US over the areas
covered by the Agreement at a frequency of one mission
•

every 7-10 days.

The USG will make the photographs

available to both Israel and Egypt expeditiously.
The area to be photographed is as agreed between the
parties.
21.

In

t~e

spirit of the special relationship

23.

In the

spiri~

of the special

I

r~lationship

existing ~etween the U.S. and Israel and in light of

existing between :;he U. S. and

the dete

tion of' both sides toavold a situation

desire to avoid, a" si tua

on in which the USG

in -which

U.S. and Israel would pursue
divergent
,

would be putting forw

or sUDDortlng at Geneva

courses
the

!

Israe~

and the

t'

i

peace negotiations, the

u.s1

will take

that these are negotiations between
Should the U.S. desire to put foward

or elsewhere sUggf'stionsi or

in

relation~

ship to an overal:. peacel settlement I which Israel
consider unsatisfabtory, bothlcountries

.~

,'!~;;.

.~

(

(

.
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ag~eement

proposals of its own, it will make every effort to

will make every effort to reach

on

coordinate with Israel its proposals with a view to

the modalities, nature ind sUbstan1e of such

refraining from putting forward proposals that

proposals.

I

Israel would consider unsatisfactory_"
22.

In case of lack of agreed intelligence data

between the USG and the GOI concerning an Egyptian

'-",

violation, the USG will give full weight to the
Israeli intelligence data, bearing in mind the
cruciality of the time element.

23.

The US and Israel agree that signature of the

text of the Egypt-Israel Agreement and its full entry
into
the US

The USG agrees that the Egypt-Israel

Agreement will not enter into effect before

shall not take place before approval by

Congressional approval concerning (a) the U.S.

ress of the US role in connection with the

presence in the region of the Sinai Passes and

surveillance and observation functions described in
t and its Annex.

Upon notification

ssional approval has been given, the
parties

25.

forthwith (within 72 hours) sign the

Agreement I as previously initialled.

During the

period between initialling and Congressional

(b) the guarantee of oil supply to Israel.
USG has received the consent of the GOE on
this matter.

The

-,--.011

(

•

...
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•
action on this US role, Egypt and Israel agree to
maintain the status quo, including their obligations
: I

under the 1974 Disengagement Agreement, and that
UNEF shall continue in its function.

The US has

informed the GOI that it has obtained GOE agreement
to the above •.

.;

:
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NODlS

CHECKLIST
Alexandria, Tuesday, August 26

1.

Remaining Issues on Elements of Agreement
A.

The line is pretty well settled. You have Rabin's agreem(:j:~
to a line at the Giddi Pass, and you are get'ting a delineation
of it on the map.

B.

The Egyptian surveillance site.
on location.

Report the Israeli reactio:l

,

- - Israel icontinues to prefer Point" ISO.
1

,,

- - Israel will agree to Point 716.

c.

Entry of

1

9 reement into Force.

I

__ Before discussing the draft Agreement, you will WClnt to
discuss the concept of the Agreement coming into :\.XC2
when the Protocol is signed rather than on the sign2.tul"~ .
of the t\greement as in the disengagement agreer.;,c'-li:.
I

~

II.

I

Documents under Discussion
A.

Agreement (Tab A)

B•. Letter on UNEF duration (Tab B)
"-..

C.

Israel wants a letter which:
,

_... defines the cargoes which would be excluded from
-- repeats the pOSition on the Bab

~l-:C

c:

al~Mandab;

-- states that the word "blockades" does not apply to the .\1::."
boycott.
D.
III.

Letter on non -use of force (Tab C).

Further Documents to Discuss in Concept
A.

Annex(es). You will want to begin discllssion of the points
will need to b(~ covered in [\\1 Annex. FOL!-!?;.~mp.1e:
D::':u",:

CO":'1",'C' ".

v"jji

,',

"T

, ,:'/0/17/03

w:-,:,-:~

'

r,

I

",I

-- The new deployment areas (Lines A, 'B, C, D, etc.)

.

t

~-

,,!.r

- - Zone for surveillance sites

,',

"

r

~.:

-- Limitations on armament and forces.
-- Arrangements in coastal area leading to oil fields
. (UNEF checkpoints, alternate use of roads on temporary
basis).

,J'

- - Procedures and timing for working out implementation
schedule at Geneva.
- - Principles by which the Joint Commission, will work.
-- Reconfirm US aerial reconnaissance.
-- How the transition will take place in the oil fields.

I

Introduce the concept of the trilateral agreement and annex on
US custodianship of early warning systems.

B.

~
IV. Other Issues

iI
i

Just to keep them on the agenda, the following will need to be discussed
at some point:
'

L.

..

A. 'Fishing-rights.
B."-.. Those issues which we may agree in the Memo of Understanding
with Israel to raise with Egypt.

I

L

II
i'

L

i.

I,

.

.f

!I

I"

I:II

, i
/
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August 26, 1975
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:

AGREEMENT BETWEEN EGYPT

'

ISRAEL

The Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt and the
Government of Israel have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I
The Parties
Resolve that the conflict between them and in the
shall
only
Middle EastsftoHid/not be resolved by military force but/by
peaceful means;
Recall that the Agreement concluded by Parties January
18, 1974, within the framework of the Geneva Peace Conference,
constituted a first step towards a just and durable peace
according to the provisions of Security Council Resolution 338
of October 22, 1973; and

-"

Are determined to reach a final and just peace settlement

by means of negotiations called for by Security Council Resolution
this Agreement bein3
338, 6ftd 6~/a significant step towards that end.
ARTICLE II
-(1) the Parties hereby undertake not to resort to the
threat or use of force or armeci military blockades against .each
other and to settle all disputes between them EY_negotiations or
other peaceful means •
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(2) The Parties have given a further written assurance to

;0"

the.Government of the United States of America to this effect.
(AIterna ti ve :

put "assurances" in Article III.)
,

ARTICLE III

/

,

(1) The Parties

wf~~

.

shall continue scrupulously to observe
-

.J

the ceasefire on land, sea and air and to refrain from all
military or para-military actions against each other.
(2) The Parties also confirm that the obligations

,
,

.

contained in the Annexes and assurances and, when concluded, the
Protocol shall be an integral part of this Agreement.
ARTICLE IV
(U.S. version replaced with more general language, and former
i

Article VIII, moved here.)
i

l
(

In conformity with the provisions of this Agreement, the
military forces of the Parties_shall be redeployed along the new
"

!

,lines; buffer zones and an Egyptian civilian administered area with

'"a

United Nations presence shall be established; areas of limited

forces and armaments shall be delineated; and early warning and
,surveillance installations shall be erected.
The details concerning the new demarcation lines, the

..

redeployment of the forces and its timing, the limitation on

f
."

j.

'armaments and forces, aerial reconnaissance, the operation of the

'1.
!

/

I'
,I

I:

I,

,

/
I
/

i

/

:'

,

.

\
.'-"
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early warning and surveillance installations, the United

"

"

Nations functions and other arrangements will all be in

\:.....
~:

'.,

accordance with the provisions of the Annexes and map which
are an integral par: of this Agreement and of the Protocol
which is to result from negotiations pursuant to the Annexes
and which, when· concluded, shall become an integral part of
this Agreement.
ARTICLE V

1

I

Egyp~

i

The Parties agree

that the United Nations Emergency

I

Force is essential and shall continue its function and that its
1

mandate

I

sha~l

be extended annually for the duration of this
(Alternative:

Agreement.

lIeach year for a year.")

ARTICLE VI
;

~he-P8r~~e8-he~eby-e8~8b~i8h

A Joint Commission of the

is
Parties/hereby established for_the duration of this Agreement.

"

~

..

-----r~

'~6-be-p~esieed-6ve~-by
.

'"

It shall operate through the good offices

.

?

(Alternative: under the aegis) of the Chief Coordinator of the

United Nations Peacekeeping Missions in the Middle East

f6r-~he

:I

dH~e~i6ft-6f-~his-Ag~eemeft~,

I'

in order to consider any problem

,,

,

,

arising from this Agreement and to assist the United Nations
Emergency Force in the execution of its mandate.

The Joint
procedures .

. Commission shall function in accordance with P~Q~QP~./established
/

in the Annex.
I

!

I

;.

I

I

I

r,."

"
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ARTICLE VII
~ non-military cargoes e£-HeH-Ser6eegie-H6e~re destined

-

.for or coming from Israel Sh6±± will be' permitted through "the
Suez Canal.
ARTICLE VIII

....,

(1) This Agreement is regarded by the Parties as a
significant step toward a just and lasting peace.
a final

pea~e

It is not

agreement.

(2) The Parties shall continue their efforts to
negotiate a'fina1 peace agreement within the framework of the
Geneva Peace Conference in accordance with Security Council
Resolution 338.
(Israel wants to delete the Article on Article 51.)
ARTICLE IX
"

This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature of the
I

Protocol and remain in force ,until superseded by a new agreement
~etween the Parties ift_6eeera6ftee-wi~ft-BN-See~riey-Ge~Hei±

.,

Done at
I!

-----------------------

on the

~-----------------

1975, in four copies.
,.
I

I

For the Government of Israel

For the Government of the
Arab Republic of Egypt

,

/

WITNESS
.I

-SECRET
_w_.- ...____ • __ _ _ .•• _____.....------._. __ . . . - -.
~

~

-·~·-r·

..

-~-

....... - ..•

'J

.....j

•

.,.

•
Dear Mr. President:
~"~"

I am wri tine you this letter to inform you of the

position of Egypt on the question of the duration of the
second Egyptian-Israeli

on the Sinai.

ag~ee~ent

The agreement includes language that the ,'agreement
shall remain in force until is s1..4perseded by a new agree6ent
between the Parties.'

With respect to the duratioh of

ij~EF,

I have info!ffi~d Secretary Kissinger of EZypt's underta~in2
to make every effort to

exte~d

the

U~ited

Nations

gency Force ann1..4ally for the duration of the

Eme~-

agree~ent.

I

However, should the Security Council, because of
the action of a third state, fail to renew the DXEF
mandate to assure continuous 6peration, Egypt undertakes
to concert active:y with the U.S. to have the General
Asse~bly

take appropriate

ac~ion

to bring about annual

-"

renewals for at least two renewals after the first annual
mandate goes into effect.

e,:·.-

.,

- 2 

, .

,.<

In the event such

affi~tive

General

Aqs~~bly

action did

not prove possible, E,:ypt "trill reQuest an aU[)ilcnted lJ!-.'TSO to
continue the supervh:ion responsibilities, and to r.ave the

joint Egyptian-Israeli Commission cooperate with it.
Si.'''lcerely yours,

lwioralTmeO. Mvm' al-Sadat

I

I
i

1'"
-------r"
.........

--

,.
,

'.

_i

F.is Excellency .

,

Gerald R. Foro,
President of the United States,
Tne Hhite Eouse,

<

Washington, D. C.
I;

;i
iI

II

i

I

"
t

I

i:

/

/

I'

f

!

.

August 24, 1975

LETTER TO PRESIDENT FORD ON NON-USE OF FORCE
.

Dear Mr. President,
In connection with the Agreement between Egypt and Israel of

--------------------------,

and in accordance with the under-

.~

takings contained therein, we are herewith submitting the following
assurance to you:
A.

Israel is resolved that the conflict between her and
I,

Egypt

~nd

in the Middle East shall not be resolved by

military force but by peaceful means.
B.

Israel undertakes not to resort to the threat or use of
force or military blockades against Egypt and to settle
all disputes with Egypt by negotiations or other peaceful
means.

"C.

Israel shall continue scrupulously observe
,~

the ceasefire on land, sea and air and to refrain from all
military or paramilitary a.ctions against Egypt.
Yours sincerely,

..

-

MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

-SEGRE'!' /NODIS/XGDS

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSA TION
PAR TICIPANTS:

U. S.: Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
and As sistant to the President for National
Security Affairs
Joseph J. Sisco, Under Secretary of State for
Political Affairs
Hermann F. Eilts, U. S. Ambassador to Egypt
Winston Lord, Director of Policy Planning Staff,
Department of State
Harold H. Saunders, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for Near Eastern and Asian Affairs
Egypt: Mohammed Anwar a1-Sadat, President of the
Arab Republic of Egypt
Major General Moharn.rn.ed Husni Mubarak, Vice
President
Mamdouh Salem, Prime Minister
Ismail Fahmy, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Lt. General Abde1 Ghany e1 Gamasy, Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of War

DATE & TIME:

Tuesday - August 26, 1975
7: 05 - 7:45 p. m.

PLACE:

The President's Beach House
Alexandria, Egypt

[After a picture taking session with the press, during which President
Sadat and the Secretary answered some questions from the journalists,
Tab A, the group moved to a table in the garden. There was a brief
small talk while further pictures were taken. ]
Kissinger: My apologies for the questions of the press, which seemed
more designed to embarrass you than to elicit information. But you
handled them with great skill.

L

On the item with respect to the line, we got their agreement to go to the
second point I showed you, not the first. [He gets a map from Mr. Sisco.]
We will get an exact delineation of it. I haven't the exact delineation, but
it is about here [pointing to the map.]
-SEeR El' /NODIS /XGDS
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Kissinger:
Sadat:

2

Yes, in the Giddi.

You have moved them.

Kissinger: Yes. We'll get the exact delineation, but it won't vary
by more than 50 meters. [There was then a brief discussion of the
maps, and the Secretary got out the Giddi map. ] They will be down
here somewhere.
Sad at:

Still in the pas s.

Kissinger:
Gamasy:
Kissinger:
Gamasy:

They claim that the pass ends here.
The forward line or the main line?
The forward line.
In the same place.

Kissinger: I suppose it could be moved back somewhat. It has to be;
otherwise it makes no sense. [President Sadat and Foreign Minister
Fahmy exchange words in Arabic. ]
On your surveillance site, station, after studying the problem they
preferred that point 180 which I gave you yesterday and which you did
not much like. I am sure they will accept 716, which they claim is
extraordinarily well-chosen; in fact, that is why they would reject it
today. They claim it can cover all the Sinai but a small area here.
It does not increase their confidence in the General. So I think you
can assume they will accept it. I told them that it must be built by
an Egyptian construction team. They asked me to tell you that they
prefer 180 in the north. [There was then a further exchange among
General Gamasy, President Sadat and Secretary Kissinger about the
Egyptian warning station.]
Gamasy:
Kissinger:

They want 180.

They prefer that for us.

For you.

Gamasy: [Pointing to the map] No.

SECR~T/NODlli/XGDS

We prefer this, and then this.
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Kissinger:
They claim that it [716] is better for you than your
second priority.
Gamasy:
We gave them three priorities and they rejected even the
third one.
Kissinger:
I have to tell you quite honestly these two they rejected
and the third one they wanted to think about overnight. Overnight
they came to the conclusion that this post [716] is electronically
better for you than even this one [the Egyptians' second choice], and
they showed us on the map why. But I have insisted that they have to
accept this one [716]. Is it true that it is electronically better [than
your second choice]?
Gamasy:

Yes.

Kissinger:
Sadat:

The other two are better than the third.

They said that this one was better than that.

It is not between two passes.

Kissinger: They claim it covers practically all the Sinai except a very
narrow part.
Sadat:

Maybe there are some mountains.

Kissinger:
They say that the General is very clever. At first they
did not see the significance [of the warning site.] They seemed
somewhat relieved. Then they studied it and wanted to pull out of it.
We had a rather extended discussion this morning. [The Egyptian side
talks in Arabic among themselves.] They showed me on a map what it
covers - - everything except a small section here. It covers everything
in all directions. It was very naughty of you [General Gamasy].
Gamasy: It was our specialists who did it.
Sadat: It proves their respect for Gamasy.
Kissinger: It is one of their compliments.
Sadat: We could be nice and take one in the north.

-SEeR E'J;:./NODIS/XGDS
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Kissinger: They prefer 180. They admitted that of all the positions
this one was the best, better even than this.
Gamasy:

This one [716] is better.

Kissinger:

Do not tell me what you have in mind.

I cannot face it.

So that is it for the warning station.
They agreed to the general process discussed here on how to bring
the agreement to a conclusion. There would be initialing on Friday
and signature in Geneva the day after the Knesset approves it, which
they plan for Monday, after the initialing on Friday. Then the technical
commission meeting would take place on a fixed date following the signa
ture, which could not be before Friday because the next two days are
Jewish holidays. At any rate, it seems generally agreed.
Sadat:

How would it be initialed in Geneva?

Kis singer: It would be signed in Geneva.
Sadat:

Where would it be initialed?

Kissinger:
We thought we would carry the documents to each of you
and get the initialing done in each place.
Sadat:

Like before.

Kissinger: The initialing would freeze the document for signing.
would be no further changes. Then they would put it•••.
Sadat:

There

Before the Knesset.

Kissinger: ••• before the Knesset for approval the day after the signing
in Geneva. Then there would be the technical talks for implementation.
We skipped the initialing stage last time. Last time there was only a
signature followed by the technical talks. There is a different stage,
initialing, this time. It would be different, but it is better than to put
it before the Knesset without initialing.
Fahmy: Normally documents are put before groups after signature,
not initialing.

~~CEE~/NOD~/XGDS
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I know.

This is a problem.

Kissinger:

Is it your proposal to sign it first?

Fahmy: We propose initialing as indicated and then sign it in Geneva
on Monday. They can put it before the Knesset on Monday or Tuesday.
That is my personal view.
Kissinger:
Fahmy:

The technical talks would be on Friday.

Technical talks would start Friday after the Knesset.

Sadat: He [Fahmy] knows more than me on procedures.

.~

Kissinger: He is absolutely right. The normal process is first to
sign, then submit it to the Parliament. In the Syrian agreement they
[the Israelis] had major trouble having signed a disengagement with
you without submitting it to the Knesset. Therefore in the Syrian
case before signing they submitted it to the Knesset. They cannot
keep the agreement from the Knes set. It still has to be put before the
Knesset, such as on the day before signing. They cannot prevent the
Knes set from considering it.
Fahmy:

We are not trying to prevent that.

Kissinger: My concern is that if it is not initialed, the Knesset will
be more tempted to pas s a resolution asking for modifications.
Fahmy:
If the Knesset stops the agreement, Rabin will be a hero and
it will blow up despite both sides having initialed it. Or look at the
reverse situation - - suppo se our Parliament rejects it.
Kissinger:
And suppose you sign it on Sunday before it is put before
the Parliament. In my opinion it will be put before the Parliament in
any event, whether or not it is initialed. It was initialed in the Syrian
case. Suppose your Parliament rejects it after your signing, which
our Parliament did for the League of Nations, and then it failed. I
think the major use of the initialing is that it stops the nitpicking and
further discussion.

SgCRE~/NODffi/XGDS
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Salem:
The Knesset can see it whether it is signed or initialed.
They are free to see it without its being initialed. Maybe they will
change it. We do not want to be embarrassed. What if we initial
and then they refuse it?
Kis singer:
Let's not confuse two things. In almost all diplomatic
negotiations when a document is agreed it gets initialed before signing.
The fact that they want to put it before the Knesset before signing is
a secondary matter. They cannot put it without its being initialed.
Sadat:
If they intend to reject the agreement, whether it is initialed
or signed is the same thing.
Kis singer: Right.
Sad at:
Initialing means either that one signs or refuses the document
without change.
[The Egyptian side talked among themselves in Arabic. ]
Kissinger:
idea.

Actually, we thought••• [To Sisco:] It was their [Egyptian]

Sisco: Right.
Kissinger: This is not essentially their idea. My own personal view is
that you lose nothing through the initialing. The consequences of rejection
are the same whether it is initialed or signed. In fact it is worse to reject
a signed agreement than an initialed agreement. Initialing prevents any
possible tampering with the text. My strong view is that we should move
very quickly after finalizing negotiations to freeze the text.
Sadat:

They should submit it very quickly to the Knesset.

Kissinger: His [Rabin] intention is to not have the Knesset defeat it. If
this agreement is defeated he is finished. He will have to resign. His
political career would be over. For better or worse, Rabin and Allon are
committed to the agreement. The others are dancing around. The Embassy
believes that there is a narrow majority in the Knesset for the agreement.
FahIny: My count shows 70 votes.

SECRE-l> /NODIS/XGDS
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That is still narrow for Rabin.

Kissinger: For Rabin 70 is an unusually large number. If he does get
70, that would be a very significant turn in the political spectrum.
They have just released a public opinion poll showing 48% for the
agreement and 36% against. That surprised them.
Those are the major items except for the detailed agreement.
know how you want to proceed/Mr. President.
Fahm.y:

Let me see the map.

I do not

This area is clear.

Sadat: In the south.
Kissinger: The situation is clear that the only function of the United
Nations is to check on the non-military forces provision of the agree
ment. I thought we would work out the exact plans of how to describe
the zone. In any event I told them that you do not accept this as a UN
zone. They have agreed to that. Now they are proposing a phrase which
was on your map which we gave them, "Egyptian Civilian Administration
with UN Presence. "
Fahmy:

That was their map.

Kis singer: No, it is your map. I think there will be no difficulty. I
explained to them that you cannot have territory returned to you, to
Egyptian adm.inistration, and not have it called Egyptian. Also the only
restriction is that there are no military forces. There are no other
restrictions.
Sadat:

That is right.

Kissinger: That principle, in my impression, is accepted. I believe we
can solve this. They are prepared to find a way because the principle
is accepted that the territory returned to Egyptian administration is
Egyptian territory and nd UN territory, and the function of the UN is to
determine the absence of military forces in the area, and the UN has
no other functions in the area. How we express this we have not yet
done, because I wanted to talk to you and Fahm.y. This will be in the
annex, and it is not written yet. My impression is that if other things
are solved this will be solved.

S:.E:CRETlNODIS/XGDS
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I have also made clear that there must be no destruction in the zone, and
I have assurance on that subject. I have also discussed the concept of how
the transfer [of the oil fields] is to be accomplished, and I think any
reasonable proposal can be worked out. My major argument is that if they
are ever going to convince Egypt that peace is possible, this is the place to
do it. This is the area where you recover territory for the first time that
is important economically, and I have told them that it must be handled in
an impeccable manner. I think the problem is manageable. We will
certainly give you full support. We have no scheme. They will study the
problem overnight.
Fahmy: The transfer of the oil fields is no problem.
the Oil Minister.
Kissinger:

I have checked with

They [Israel] are worried how to get their military out.

Fahmy: We will have the Italian technicians take inventory as the UNEF
takes over and then Egypt will come in together with Mobil technicians.
The technicians will take inventory with UNEF and then on the second day
Egypt will come in.
Kissinger: My impression is that it is no problem.
Sadat: Along the lines of the first agreement.
Fahmy: Mobil has a 50% interest and we have a 50% interest. The American
and Italian technicians will take inventory from Israel and the second day
Egypt will come in. Those companies are as interested as us. They are
50/50 partners with us.
Kissinger: It is an eminently soluble problem--though there are no easy
problems in Jerusalem. But no obstacle in principle has been raised. Last
,time the schedule and general time frame was in the protocol at the
Kilometer 101 talks.
Gamasy:

Yes, but the principles were agreed beforehand.

Kissinger: The principles were agreed beforehand, but the precise schedule
was worked out by the technical people. But I think the principles outlined
are principles that will be acceptable to Israel.
Sadat: If there is time for the technical committee to finish the details
before they enter [the oil fields].
-SEGRE'F/NODIS/XGDS
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Kissinger: I only think that you and we should coordinate our tim.ing and
put it in a tim.e fram.e with our Congress with respect to our obligations.
think it will take you two weeks [to work out the technical details].

I

Gam.asy: Two weeks? It will not take m.ore than 7 days. We have a plan
and they will have one in 24 hours. Last tim.e it took 7 days.
Sadat:

Let's say 10 days.

Kissinger: I recom.m.end we give it two weeks by which tim.e our Congress
should have acted.
Sadat:

The difference between 14 and 10 days is little.

Kissinger: If it is done earlier, so m.uch the better.
[He then had an exchange with Fahm.y in which he said that the U. S.
problem. was that we did not want im.plem.entation until the Congress
had acted. Fahm.y noted that Mansfield had just com.e out against the
Am.erican civilian presence. The Secretary replied that he was m.ore
concerned about Senator Jackson's opposition].
Sadat: Very well/Henry.
Kissinger: All the rest of the tim.e with them. we spent going over the papers
that Ism.ail and I discussed yesterday, and we have m.any tiring detailed
com.m.ents. I do not know if you want to go through them.. Ism.ail tells m.e
that you have com.m.ents on the paper too and m.aybe you want to go over
those.
Sadat: Shall we now have a closed session together?
'Kissinger: Yes. [To Gam.asy:] You are a bad influence with the Israelis.
You picked a great warning station.
Gam.asy: It was the specialists, not m.e.
[President Sadat, Secretary Kissinger and Foreign Minister Fahm.y went off
into another area in the garden and conferred until 9: 15 p. m.. After that
m.eeting the Am.erican group departed on the helicopter for the Ras el- Tin
Palace. ]
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THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

tfu

Secretary Kissinger asked that -I pass you the following
report ....
"After seven hours today of tedious point by point negotia
tion with Rabin and his colleagues followed by three hours
tonight with Sadat, I can report that He have reduced the
gap on most issues, but there are several remaining prob
lems, each of \vhich if not overcome could cause a break.
"The first relates to language in the agreement cOTIuni tting
the parties to settle all disputes between them by negotia
tions or other peaceful means.
The Israelis are not satis
fied \vi th the present formulation. They want it in two suc
cessive paragraphs. Sadat will not go beyond mentioning it
once. Sadat shows signs of digging in -- perhaps a reflec
tion of increasing criticism of him in the Arab \vorld in
light of details leaked by the Israelis.
I will make a
major effort tomorrow to get a satisfactory formulation.
"Second, is Sadat's resistance to writing letters giving
certain private assurances. This too is attributable in
large measure to Israeli leaks. Sadat said he cannot give
assurances by letter \vhich the other side will leak; they
will be used against him in the Arab world.
I \vill make
another hard tryon this one tomorrow.
liThe third and most serious problem raised by Sadat relates
to the early warning system in the passes. Egypt and Israel
have agreed on the locations of their respective strategic
early warning stations and we are agreed on u.S. presence.
Israel wants them established by means of a tripartite agree
ment including Egypt, Israel, and the u.S.
Sadat raised a
fundamental objec·tion to a tripartite agreement governing the
maintenance and operation of the system and defining our role
on the ground.
He says the Sinai is his territory, and he
cannot agree that' Israel has the legal right to enter into
an agreement with the u.S. along with Egypt regarding the
use of Egyptian territory. We are exploring urgently other
possible ways to establish a proper legal basis for the U.S_~.___
DEC~_f~~~~:-:~:V
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custodial role of the surveillance system in the passes such
as an annex to the agreement coupled with a separate protocol
between the U.S. and each of the signatories. Hy concern is
that Peres is lOCKed into the tripartite agreement approach
and may well brea;< with Rabin on this issue. Thus the press
reports are much too euphoric.
"What I am banking on is that both sides are now so far com
mitted that they will find it most difficult to lose an agree
ment which is so close to their grasp. Both sides are feeling
the pressure -- Rabin on the domestic scene and Sadat within
the Arab world -- and if there is to be an agreement it must.
come in the next few days."

Warm regards.
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